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PREFACE
Der Werwolf
by Christian Morgenstern
Ein Werwolf eines Nachts entwich
von Weib und Kind, und sich begab
an eines Dorfschullehrers Grab
und bat ihn: Bitte, beuge mich!
Der Dorfschulmeister stieg hinauf
auf seines Blechschilds Messingknauf
und sprach zum Wolf, der seine Pfoten
geduldig kreuzte vor dem Toten:
‘Der Werwolf ’, – sprach der gute Mann,
‘des Weswolfs’ – Genetiv sodann,
‘dem Wemwolf ’ – Dativ, wie man’s nennt,
‘den Wenwolf ’ – damit hat’s ein End’.
Dem Werwolf schmeicheln die Fälle,
er rollte seine Augenbälle.
Indessen, bat er, füge doch
zur Einzahl auch die Mehrzahl noch!
Der Dorfschulmeister aber mußte
gestehn, daß er von ihr nichts wußte.
Zwar Wölfe gäb’s in großer Schar,
Doch “Wer” gäb’s nur im Singular.
Der Wolf erhob sich tränenblind –
er hatte ja doch Weib und Kind!
Doch da er kein Gelehrter eben,
so schied er dankend und ergeben.
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INTRODUCTION
Wolves have long fascinated Western culture and have been the source of inspiration for folklore,
myths, and fictional stories. Romulus and Remus, the twin founders of Rome, were famously raised
and suckled by a she-wolf, an animal sacred to Mars, god of war.1 The fairy tale Rotkäppchen (Little
Red Riding Hood) by the Grimm Brothers noted the great big teeth of little red riding hood’s
“grandmother,” moments before the girl is eaten alive by the charading wolf. The Russian
symphonic composition, Petya i volk (Peter and the Wolf) by Sergey Prokofiev narrates the story of
how a wolf is captured (Hertz). Miss Lupescu from Neil Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book is revealed to
be a “Hound of God.”2 Even Adolf Hitler was intrigued by wolves and was frequently heard
whistling the tune of “Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf ?” from the 1933 Walt Disney cartoon,Three
Little Pigs (Arnds 122). In English, wolf-related idiomatic phrases have also established themselves in
culture, i.e. a wolf dressed in sheep’s clothing, crying wolf, to wolf down (food), throw to the wolves,
among others (Vizetelly, de Bekker). Wolves are often used metaphorically and descriptions of their
qualities are implemented to draw connections to a number of traits, ranging from devilish and
greedy, to aggressive and uncontrollable. Most people are familiar with the cautions of a full moon
and the foreign howls in dark, uninviting forests. From the interactions between wolves and humans,
it was only natural that the lines between the two species became blurred, and newer, unknown
figures emerged from the shadows: werewolves.

1

“Now I am an empty wraith, escaped from the flames of the pyre; that is all that remains of the
once great Remus. Alas, where is my father Mars? If only you spoke the truth, and it was he who
sent the wild beast’s dugs to suckle the abandoned babes. A citizen’s rash hand undid him whom the
she-wolf saved; O how far more merciful was she!” (Ovid).
2
“The great dog-like head lowered towards him, and for one mad, fear-filled moment, he thought
she was going to take a bite out of him, but her tongue licked the side of his face, affectionately. ‘You
hurt your ankle?’ ‘Yes. I can’t stand on it.’ ‘Let’s get you onto my back,’ said the huge grey beast that
was Miss Lupescu” (Gaiman 43).
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Due to both terms handling the human-wolf connection, there is some ambiguity in the
differences between werewolfery and lycanthropy. Although the term “lycanthropy” is sometimes
used synonymously with content regarding werewolves, it is important to note distinctions in the
variety of definitions. The etymology of the word is derived from Ancient Greekλυκάνθρωπος
lukánthropos (from λύκος lúkos “wolf ” and ἄνθρωπος, ánthrōpos “human”) and is used to describe an
authentic form of insanity in which the affected individual imagines themself to be transformed into
a wolf; there is a lack of actual physical change that is associated with werewolves (Frost 8). This
definition of “lycanthropy” aligns with a mental disorder that is often named and regarded separately
within the realm of psychology as clinical lycanthropy. In a report published in 2021 by the National
Library of Medicine, (clinical) lycanthropy is defined as,

“... a rare variant of a delusional misidentification syndrome specifically reverse
inter-metamorphosis where patients believe that they are experiencing transformation or
have transformed into an animal… Clinical lycanthropy has been reported with various
neuropsychiatric conditions including primary psychotic and affective conditions, drug
intoxication and withdrawal, cerebrovascular disease, traumatic brain injury, dementia,
delirium, and seizures…” (Mudgal et al).

Though cases of clinical lycanthropy were prominent in the 20th-century, most likely influenced by
the popularity and consumption of the psychedelic drug Lysergic acid diethylamide (LSD) (Stiegler
111), the concept was approached as early as the late 17th-century with the Thiess trial in 1691. The
86-year-old Latvian peasant answered to charges of lycanthropy with the confession that he was a
werewolf. In response, some theorists argued that Thiess (in addition to the accused in similar trials)
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were victims of mental affliction, rather than guilty of diabolism. However, the judges of these trials
were more likely to prefer explanations of demonism for werewolves (Donecker 296).
Clinical lycanthropy is not the only example of the intersection between wolves and
psychology. One of the early contributions of wolves appearing in this field is the work of the
Austrian founder of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud. Der Wolfsmann (The Wolf Man), published in
1918, recounts Freud’s interactions and psychoanalysis of his patient, Sergei Pankejeff. The case of
the patient, referred to as the “Wolf Man,” involved Freud’s analysis of childhood nightmares and
trauma. Most famously, Pankejeff dreamt of six or seven white wolves with pricked ears in a walnut
tree and noted his anxiety about being eaten by them.

Wolves Sitting in a Tree (1964), Sergei Pankejeff

During their sessions, Freud questioned Pankejeff on elements of the dream, including questions
about the wolves themselves. When asked about the “pricked” quality of the wolves’ ears, Pankejeff
referenced the Grimm fairy tale, “At the time I was tremendously afraid of a picture of a wolf in a
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book of fairy stories. The picture was from Little Red Riding Hood. In the picture, the wolf was
standing upright, with its claws out and its ears pricked. My elder sister used to tease me by holding
the picture up in front of me, which would make me scream.” Pankejeff referenced another Grimm
fairy tale when asked about the significance of the number of wolves: “This makes me think of the
story of The Wolf and the Seven Little Goats, where the wolf deceives the goats into letting him into
the house by turning his paws white and imitating their mother’s voice” (“The Dream - The Wolf
Man's Dream”). Freud’s treatment and psychoanalysis of Pankejeff ’s childhood traumas illustrates
the impact that these fairy tales had on the patient at a young age. The referenced wolves and their
predatory roles in fiction were applied to the Wolf Man’s anxieties.
Fictional accounts of werewolves can be understood within the larger context of lycanthropy,
with the beasts entering the scene in the late Middle Ages in historical accounts that eventually find
their way into fiction. The etymology of the word “werewolf ” is Anglo-Saxon in origin (Frost 5).
The Old English wer translates to “man” and wulf to “wolf ” (Cambridge Dictionary). Related words
are Middle Dutch weerwulf and Old High German Werwolf (Merriam-Webster Dictionary). The first
recorded usage of “werewolf ” occurs in the Ecclesiastical Ordinances of King Canute (1016-1035),
where it is used as a synonym for the Devil (Frost 5). In their Deutscher Wörterbuch (German
Dictionary), initially published in 1854, the Grimm Brothers assume that the term Werwolf was
neither widely recognized nor used in the German-speaking world until the late Middle Ages.3
Ludwig Bechstein’s Deutschen Sagenbuch (Book of Legends), published in 1853, also includes a
definition of werewolves, as well as their relationship with vampires.4 Bechstein describes the
“Die vorliegende Arbeit verwendet ihn der Einfältigkeit halber durchgängig und nimmt daher
bewusst einen Anachronismus in Kauf ” (Meier 10).
4
“Der Werwolf oder Wärwolf ist gedacht als ein Mensch, der durch Zaubermittel sich zur Nachtzeit
in ein reißendes Tier, insgemein in einen Wolf, verwandelt und Menschen und Vieh anfällt, um ihnen
das Blut warm aus dem Herzen zu saugen. Was der Werwolf so im Freien und an Wachenden übt,
das tut der Vampir in den Gemächern an den Schlafenden. Der Werwolf wandelt noch unter den
Lebenden, der Vampir ist ein Abgeschiedener, der seinem Grabe entsteigt und die Menschen würgt”
(Bechstein).
3
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werewolf as a human being who transforms himself into a ravenous animal (wolf) by means of
magic. In his book, The Essential Guide to Werewolf Literature, Brian J. Frost defines a werewolf as a
“man or woman who, either voluntarily or involuntarily, is supernaturally transformed into the shape
of a wolf and endowed with all the physical characteristics of that animal… Werewolves also exhibit
many of the traits associated with the beasts they resemble, such as cunning craftiness, swiftness of
movement, bestial ferocity, and unbridled cruelty” (6). Though wolves remain the most common
form in pop culture, shapeshifters are no foreign figure to any culture.
Indications of the belief in animal transformations can be found across many cultures in
forms of literature and occasionally with physical rock paintings. The animals portrayed in this
artistic evidence are consistent with those that populated the area. In Africa, leopards; in Canada,
bears; in Asia, tigers, crocodiles, and foxes (Meier 11). European countries had their own names for
the werewolf phenomenon: loup garou (France), lobombre (Spain), and lupo-manaro (Italy) (Meier 11).
Vrykolakas is the Greek name explaining the werewolf; the most famous instance is in the Greek
myth of Lycaon, king of Arcadia, who is transformed from man to wolf as punishment from Zeus
(Graves). Lycaon’s myth inspired a number of authors, including Roman poet Ovid, who features
Lycaon in his work, Metamorphoses.5 As explained by Plato in Book VIII of Republic, it was Lycaon’s
participation in cannibalism that resulted in the god’s wrath: “How then does a protector begin to
change into a tyrant? Clearly when he does what man is said to do in the tale of the Arcadian temple
of Lycaean Zeus. What tale? The tale is that he who has tasted the entrails of a single human minced
up with the entrails of other victims is destined to become a wolf ” (Plato). The human-to-animal
transformation is likened to the transformation of a nurturing protector into a monstrous tyrant.
5

“And when this flesh / was served to me on tables, I destroyed / his dwelling and his worthless
Household Gods, / with thunder bolts avenging. Terror struck / he took to flight, and on the silent
plains / is howling in his vain attempts to speak; / he raves and rages and his greedy jaws, / desiring
their accustomed slaughter, turn / against the sheep—still eager for their blood. / His vesture /
separates in shaggy hair, / his arms are changed to legs; and as a wolf / he has the same grey locks,
the same hard face, / the same bright eyes, the same ferocious look” (Ovid).
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Though it lacks the element of involvement with the Devil, Lycaon’s myth is consistent with one of
the common conceptions of involuntary werewolves in the Middle Ages in that these
metamorphoses are typically a result of possession or punishment through the infliction of a spell.
Similarly in the French and French-Canadian versions of the werewolf, some claim that the loup garou
are individuals who had broken Catholic tradition and been punished accordingly (Sepulvado).
Werewolves often symbolize insanity, metamorphosis, irrationality, violence, and loss of
control. Modern representation of werewolves limits these physical human-to-wolf transformations
to fiction, and regards them as fantastical creatures, with werewolf characters often representing
villains and anti-heroes. However, numerous early historical accounts expressed the belief that these
creatures were real and emphasized the potential of humans transforming into a wolf with magic,
often involving the Devil. Many of these early historical accounts consist of werewolf trials; similar
to witch trials, these often fatally punished those accused of transforming into wolves and terrorizing
the community. Perhaps one of the most significant historical events was the prosecution and
subsequent execution of Peter Stumpp (alternatively: Stube, Stubbe, Stub, Stumpf) that took place in
the Middle Ages. Bedburg, a rural German city in North Rhine-Westphalia, experienced a number of
murders between 1564 to 1589. One attempted attack of a young girl by a “wolf-like creature” led to
a hunt of the creature, eventually resulting in its left paw being cut off. Another search cornered the
werewolf, which allegedly transformed into Peter Stumpp, who was missing his left hand. Stumpp
was arrested and confessed to 25 years of killing and eating livestock, women, and children as a
werewolf. He attributed his transformative abilities to a magical belt given to him by the Devil
(which was never found). Stumpp was eventually tortured, beaten, and beheaded for his crimes on
March 31, 1590 (Summers). The level of sensation of this trial was reflected in allusions made in
literature such as Samuel Rowlands’s The Knave of Hearts:
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“A German, (called Peter Stumpe) by charme,
Of an inchanted Girdle, did much harme,
Transform’d himselfe into a Wolfeish shape,
And in a wood did many yeeres escape
The hand of Iustice, till the Hang-Man met him,
And from a Wolfe, did with an halter set him:
Thus counterfaiting shapes haue had ill lucke,
Witness Acteon when he plaid the Bucke…”

The Life and Death of Peter Stump(1590),6 George Bores

Additional historical accounts of werewolves involve Thiess of Kaltenburn (1691, modern-day
Latvia) and Henry Gardinn (1605, the Netherlands) (De Blecourt, 82). Thiess of Kaltenbrun,
Bores’s artwork is featured in a chapbook titled, “The damnable life and death of one Stubbe
Peeter” that was published in 1590 and circulated in the London, England area.
6
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commonly known as the Livonian Werewolf, rose to infamy during the Jürgensburg trial by his
confession as a werewolf (Donecker, 292). Thiess’s self-proclamation as a “hound of God” impacted
author Neil Gaiman, who refers to a werewolf character in his work, The Graveyard Book, by the same
classification.
Literature mentioning werewolves includes mythology, legends, folklore, fairy tales, novels,
short stories, and poetry. Many of these works belong to genres such as fantasy and (gothic) horror.
A number of German folktales involving werewolves appear on the Aarne-Thompson-Uther index,
a catalog of folktale classifications and formulae. Modern-day usage of werewolves in literature can
often be connected to past folkloric use, such as with the Quileute legends featured in Stephenie
Meyer’s Twilight saga.7 Though the exact origin of the literary werewolf figure is debated, one of the
oldest surviving debuts of the werewolf in literature takes place in Virgil’s eighth Eclogue from 39
BC, where the warlock Moeris voluntarily transforms into a wolf by consuming magical herbs. The
werewolf officially entered prose with Roman author Petronius’s Satyricon from AD 55. In the
ancient Mesopotamian The Epic of Gilgamesh, written in about 2100 BC, Gilgamesh recounts an
instance in which Ishtar is said to have turned a past lover into a wolf: “You have loved the shepherd
of the flock; he made meal-cake for you day after day, he killed kids for your sake. You struck and
turned him into a wolf, now his own herd-boys chase him away, his own hounds worry his flanks”
(Kovacs). Similarly, as in the myth of Lycaon, a man is transformed into a wolf as punishment. The
werewolf figure was introduced into English literature toward the end of the 12th-century with
Marie de France’s “The Lay of the Bisclavaret.” France’s work inspired a number of other medieval
German werewolf literature— “Lai de Melion,” “Arthur and Gorlagon,” and Guillaume de Palerne.
7

The Quinault Indian Nation consists of the Quinault and Queets tribes and descendants of five
other coastal tribes: Quileute, Hoh, Chehalis, Chinook, and Cowlitz. “According to their ancient
creation story, the Quileutes were changed from wolves by a wandering Transformer.” (“History |
Quileute Tribe.”). It should be noted that Meyer inserts many fictional myths into Quileute tradition.
Quileute origin stories feature the wolf, but not interactions with vampire figures.
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The latter was later translated into Middle English and modern English prose; it interrupted
previous archetypes and was the first fictional piece that features a benevolent werewolf.
Wolfish figures have an intimate relationship with German culture, finding themselves in
children’s bedrooms and seated around the fireplace in the form of bedtime stories and fairytales.
The first known text in German literature to depict a physical werewolf transformation is Der weiße
Wolf (The White Wolf), a fairy tale from Ludwig Bechstein’s Deutsches Märchenbuch (German Fairy
Tales) (Hans-Jorg). Bechstein’s collection of fairy tales was first published in 1845, marking the start
of a long-standing affinity between these fantastical figures and German literature. Since then,
werewolves and werewolf imagery have populated German texts by authors as diverse as Wolfgang
Hohlbein,8 Nora Melling,9 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,10 and Hermann Löns.11
With this thesis, I hope to make a contribution to the awareness and understanding of
werewolves in German fiction and English-language scholarship. I seek to accomplish this by
translating and providing a close reading and analysis of “Der Loup Garou” by Annette von
Droste-Hülshoff, a poem written in 1844-5 and first published in 1860 that departs from the typical
conversations including the Grimm Brothers’ tales and Hermann Hesse’s Steppenwolf and has not yet
been widely reviewed by scholars. Although Annette von Droste-Hülshoff is a significant figure in
German literature, others are more frequently discussed, and the discourse on her publications as a
female author remains underrepresented. I hope that my translation of her poem will serve
English-language scholarship on werewolves. Additionally, I hope my work with this thesis brings
awareness to Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem which is not commonly included in the broader discourse of
German werewolf literature. Written by a woman and depicting a woman as the storyteller, “Der
Loup Garou” is a distinctive work from the existing German werewolf literature in that it both strays
8

Der Todesstoss (2002)
Schattenblüte: Die Verborgenen (2010)
10
“Zigeunerlied” (1771)
11
Der Wehrwolf (1910)
9
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from and aligns with longstanding patterns of meaning and can continue to be viewed regarding its
various political implications on gender, morality, and transformation. First, I will provide a literature
review on the existing secondary literature that discusses werewolves in German fiction. Within this
review, I will identify similarities and differences that arise and provide commentary on how these
manifest in secondary sources. Following will be “Der Loup Garou” in its entirety, with a respective
English translation. Next will be my close reading and interaction with this text in the context of
German werewolf literature, specifically through my selected lenses of gender, morality, and
transformation. Lastly, I will provide a conclusion stating the importance of this area of study and
how this work can be further progressed, including opportunities for future research.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This section of the paper provides an overview of the scholarship regarding German werewolf
literature. During my preliminary research on this topic, I selected a number of books, both written
in German and English, that discuss werewolves in German culture and/or literature. The purpose
of this was to gain a better understanding of how the discourse community perceives the
relationship between wolves/werewolves/Germany and what patterns in meaning have already been
identified. It is important to include texts written in German as it shows that the authors are able to
interact with any literature on a deeper level than those with limited German knowledge, who
interact with translations of primary texts. Given the established presence of werewolves in German
literature, a considerable amount of secondary literature works on werewolves and lycanthropy has
emerged over the last two hundred years, and can be divided into three phases. From this overview
of scholarship, I have identified three core themes— gender, morality, and transformation. In this
literature review, I first identify and summarize the three phases of secondary literature I collected
and reviewed. I describe what primary works about werewolves these sources commonly reference,
as well as how they engage with these works. Next, I address the prominence of gender, morality,
and transformation within German werewolf literature and how these themes are discussed within
the secondary literature. I later discuss “Der Loup Garou” in the context of these themes.
The first phase includes secondary literature published in the 19th-century. The Grimm
Brothers and Ludwig Bechstein are prominent contributors from this time period. Werewolves made
appearances in Grimm’s Deutsches Wörterbuch (German Dictionary) and Bechstein’s collection of fairy
tales (Deutsches Märchenbuch) and Deutsches Sagenbuch (Book of legends). These works provide
commentary on mostly folklore and fairy tales that circulated prior to and during the 19th-century. It
should be noted that in this time period, literature involving wolves far outweighs that which
involves werewolves (where there is a physical transformation). These fictional wolves are often
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anthropomorphized, interacting and even speaking with human characters.12 The wolf characters
were often antagonists, many of which threatened to consume or did consume children or child-like
figures. The majority of these wolf characters were also masculine.
The second phase includes secondary literature published in the 20th-century. A significant
contribution from this phase is Montague Summers’s The Werewolf in Lore and Legend. Published in
1933, this book includes a range of historical documentation and European folklore and specifically
includes a chapter on the werewolf figure in Germany. Summers, an Anglican priest-turned-Roman
Catholicist, is regarded as a specialist in occult studies; The Werewolf in Lore and Legendis a successor
of his publications about vampires and witches, all of which he held strong beliefs in. Summers also
provided the first English translation of the 15th-century Malleus Malificarum (Hammer of Witches),13
which was published in 1928. The original German version of Hans Peter Duerr’s Traumzeit: Über die
Grenze zwischen Wildnis und Zivilisation (Dreamtime: Concerning the Boundary between Wilderness
and Civilization) was published in 1978, with the English version first published in 1985.14 Duerr’s
book includes a variety of creatures and supernatural figures. In his table of contents, two of these
twelve chapters are wolf-related. “Wild Women and Werewolves” discusses a number of early
historical events involving werewolves. Many of these cases took place in the Baltic and Latvian
areas. The 1691 Jürgensburg trial of Thiess of Kaltenbrum is referenced in this chapter. Women, but
not girls, were also included in these werewolves (Duerr 33). The second chapter featuring wolves is
“Wolves, Death and the Island of Ethnographers,” which largely references the interactions between
wolves and humans during the Middle Ages. Many of the examples Duerr gives in this chapter refer
12

“‘Und was für große Hände du hast!’, rief Rotkäppchen und ging auf das Bett zu.
‘Damit ich dich besser umarmen kann, mein Kind!’ sagte der Wolf (Grimm).
13
The Malleus Malificarum is the best-known treatise on witchcraft, first published in Speyer,
Germany in 1486 by Catholic clergymen Heinrich Kramer and Jacob Sprenger.
14
In the preface of Dreamtime, Duerr acknowledges errors from the initial German publication, as
well as the requests from scholars and his English publisher to revise these. He states that he did not
make these changes.
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to the idiomatic usage of wolves to impart qualities of ferocity and strength in warriors. Wolves, as
well as bears and foxes, were considered outlaws and did not receive protection from old Norse law.
These animals were often the embodiment of the “dead” (63). The fighting men of Odin, the god of
death and warriors, were often called ulfar, translating to “wolves.” Duerr states that the ulfar were
related to “berserkers,” warriors with animalistic rage that occasionally donned wolf or bear skins
(61). In the late 16th-century, Venetian ambassador Giovanni Correro referred to the Swiss warriors
as cani arrabbiati, or “mad dogs” (62). It should be noted that these groups are not referred to as
werewolves in the text. The only instance in this chapter where Duerr uses the term “werewolf ” is
in his reference to the werewolves of Zeus Lykaios; there is a description of a literal transformation
of the wolves back into men (63). Additionally, I referenced the Aarne-Thompson-Uther index,
which was first published in 1910. This index is a categorization system for Indo-European folktales
and fables, appointing a number and pithy to each trope. Numbers 1-299 in the ATU index are
directly related to animals, with fairy tales such as Rötkappchen (Little Red Riding Hood) and Der Wolf
und die sieben jungen Geisslein (The Wolf and the Seven Little Kids), appearing in the “Supernatural
Adversaries” and “Wild Animals and Domestic Animals” sections, respectively.
The third phase includes secondary literature published in the 21st-century; from these
works, many have been published as recently as in the last decade. During this time period, I noticed
a surge in werewolf scholarship, with authors such as Christian Stiegler, Jan Niklas Meier, and Peter
Arnds. This specific engagement with werewolves in German literature was not exclusive to German
scholars, contrary to secondary literature from the 19th and 20th centuries. This could be due to a
prevalence of werewolves in Western literature and pop culture igniting interest in non-Germans.
The majority of the secondary literature I reference in this paper was published during this time
period. Due to the availability of a larger catalog of literary works spanning from as early as the
Middle Ages to more recent publications, they are able to establish patterns of meaning in werewolf
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usage. Biopolitics and clinical lycanthropy are often discussed in literature published in this time
period; werewolf usage and imagery from the Third Reich is almost always referenced. Many of
these works also refer to secondary literature on werewolves published in the same phase
(21st-century).
The Essential Guide to Werewolf Literatureby Brian J. Frost was published in 2003 and offers a
detailed account of the werewolf figure in literature throughout time. Frost specifically identifies the
emergence of the werewolf in fiction and references a wide range of fiction and non-fiction primary
works that are not typically known, including Victorian tales, medical papers, short stories, scholarly
treatises, and prose. The book is separated into seven chapters, starting with Frost’s discussion of the
origin of the werewolf and identifying traits. In the second chapter, “A Survey of Reference Works,”
Frost recognizes lulls and surges in the interest in werewolves in the form of a literature review.
According to Frost, scholarly interest declined during the 17th and 18th centuries, later rekindling in
the middle of the 19th-century because works such as Wilhelm Hertz’s Der Werwolf (1862), and
Sabine Baring-Gould’s The Book of Were-Wolves: Beingan Account of a Terrible Superstition(1865)
contributed to this reignited interest. Following the chapters on werewolves in fiction and pulp
literature is Frost’s commentary on Freud’s influence on lycanthropy (referencing Guy Endore’s The
Werewolf of Paris(1933) and postwar werewolf appearance trends.
Verwandlungen. Der Werwolf in der neueren deutschen Phantastik(Transformations. The werewolf in
modern German fantasy) by Jan Niklas Meier was published in 2015. In the introduction, Meier
states that the book seeks to examine the manifestations of wolves in German fantastic (fantasy)
literature. He considers “typical” characteristics of werewolves in history and compares them to
those of their more recent usage in fantastical literature.15 Meier names the works of Christian
15

“Es wird der Frage nachgegangen, inwiefern Eigenschaften der Gestalt des Volksglaubens
verschiedener Kulturen und Zeitalter von der Literatur aufgenommen wurden, wo mit solchen
gebrochen wird bzw (beziehungsweise) neue Charakteristika an deren Stelle treten und welche
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Stiegler, Keith Roberts, and Uwe Schwagmeier as essential contributions to his summary of
werewolves in German fantastical literature (70).
Vergessene Bestie. Der Werwolf in der deutschen Literatur(Forgotten Beast: the werewolf in
German literature) was published in 2007 by Christian Stiegler. In his book, Stiegler first gives an
overview of the history of the werewolf, including Middle Age events and gothic/Victorian
influences. The second part of the book discusses representations in the German language sphere,
particularly in Hochliteratur (high literature) and fantasy literature. In Hochliteratur, Stiegler reviews
metaphorical usage and a closer look at the figural level of the werewolf including the following
aspects: construction of (wer)wolfish characteristics, outsiders and double life, literarische Sinnkrisen
(literary crises of meaning) und erotisierende Weiblichkeit (erotic femininity). In the realm of fantasy
literature, he discusses Verwandlungselemente (elements of transformation), Flüche und Tabuverletzungen
(curses and taboo violations), Animalischer Dualismus im historischen Kontext (animal duality in a
historical context), Wölfe und die Opferrolle im phantastischen Märchen (wolves and victimhood in fantasy
fairy tales), Der weibliche Werwolf (the female werewolf), Religiöse Thematiken und Aberglaube (religious
themes and superstition), and Aufnahme der Darstellungsformen des Horrorfilms (incorporating horrorfilm
depictions). It should be noted that Meier references fellow German scholar Christian Stiegler and
his book, Vergessene Bestie. Der Werwolf in der deutschenLiteratur. He brings attention to Stiegler’s lack of
engagement with the latest fantastical works involving werewolves.16
Lycanthropy in German Literature by Peter Arnds was published in 2015. In his book, Arnds
provides commentary on the unique relationship between German literature and the wolf as a
metaphor in a biopolitical context from the Middle Ages to the Third Reich (1). The trajectory of his
Funktion diese übernehmen. Hierfür ist nach einer etymologische Herleitung des Wortes "Werwolf"
ein Überblick über die historische Entwicklung der Figur vorangestellt” (Meier 7-8).
16
“Stiegler geht in seinem Werk zwar auf die Phantastik ein, bezieht sich jedoch nicht auf neueste
Werke des Genres, die aber gerade im Bereich der heutigen Populärliteratur einen hohen Stellenwert
einnehmen und den Werwolf ebenfalls für sich entdeckt haben” (Meier 8).
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writing follows how the wolf transforms over time and how it epitomizes shifting and emerging
anxieties of the community. These anxieties encompass religious, superstitious, psychological, and
racial fears. He includes a number of texts selected for their significance in representing these fears.
Arnds argues that the wolf in German culture “signals society’s fear of human vice (such as idleness,
vagrancy, crime), but it is also a metaphor for sovereign power, specifically resistance to foreign
invasion and social pressures on conformity” (back cover). The book features readings of canonical
German werewolf texts, including authors such as the 1812 Kinder- und Hausmärchen (Children and
Home Fairy Tales) by the Grimm Brothers, Der Steppenwolf (1974) by Hermann Hesse, Die
Verwandlung (The Transformation) (1915) by Franz Kafka, and Der eerste Beernhäuter (The First
Bear-skin) (1670) and Der abenteuerliche Simplicissimus (1668) by Hans Jacob Christoph
Grimmelshausen. It is important to note that Arnds does not use the term “lycanthropy” exclusively
in the clinical sense, though he does discuss lycanthropy in a psychological context with support
from Sigmund Freud and Carl G. Jung.
Werewolf Histories, of Palgrave Historical Studies in Witchcraft and Magic, was published in
2015 by editors Willem de Blécourt, Jonathan Barry, and Owen Davies. The objective of this series is
stated as seeking to illuminate lesser-known and studied aspects of the history of witchcraft and
magic. Werewolf Historiesincludes contributions discussing werewolves in the Graeco-Roman world to
popular culture in early modern Germany. Werewolves, Witches, and Wandering Spirits published in 2002
and edited by Kathryn A. Edwards is similar. It belongs to volume 62 of the Sixteenth Century
Essays & Studies series. This volume features a chapter from Nicole Jacques-Lefèvre entitled “Such
an Impure, Cruel, and Savage Beast… Images of the Werewolf in Demonological Works.” in which
Jacques-Lefevre discusses the theological and philosophical implications of debates over werewolves
and looks closely at three texts published between 1596 and 1915 that pose questions about
werewolves and witchcraft (Edwards 181-182). She notes a division of opinion between northern
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and Germanic tradition, which accepts the figure of the werewolf much more willingly than
Aristotelian Christianity (Duerr 183).
From this overview of scholarship discussing German werewolf literature, I have identified
three core themes: gender, morality, and transformation, and will use them as lenses through which I
read “Der Loup Garou” by Annette von Droste-Hülshoff.
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ANNETTE VON DROSTE-HÜLSHOFF AND “DER LOUP GAROU”
Born in 1797 as Baroness Anna Elisabeth Franziska Adolphine Wilhelmine Louise Maria von
Droste zu Hülshoff, Annette von Droste-Hülshoff was a 19th-century German poet and author.
She is one of the few female writers whose works are commonly included in the discussion of
19th-century German literature. Born into an aristocratic, Catholic family, Droste-Hülshoff was
educated by private tutors and began writing poetry at a young age but did not begin to publish her
works under her own name until roughly 1837. Her works include the 1842 novella Die Judenbuche
(The Jew’s Beech), the 1845 Westfälische Schilderungen (Westphalian Illustrations), and poetry
collections such as Das geistliche Jahr (1851, The Spiritual Year) and Letzte Gaben (1860, Last Gifts).
Some critics interpret her works as reflecting her retreat into the private realm of religion, nature,
and the supernatural, and recent interpretations indicate her awareness of the social and political
environment. “Der Loup Garou” is a poem featured in Letzte Gaben.17 This collection of 64 poems
was published in 1860 by German novelist and poet Levin Schücking, with most of the poems being
written by Droste-Hülshoff in 1844 and 1845. Levin Schücking was connected to Droste-Hülshoff
through her friendship with his mother Katharina Schücking, who was also a poet. They were first
acquainted when Droste-Hülshoff addressed a letter to young Levin for his birthday. Following
Katharina’s death in 1831, she acted as a close friend and continuous source of inspiration.
Though “Der Loup Garou” has been mentioned briefly in secondary literature discussing
werewolves, it lacks the prolonged attention that works from other well-known authors has received,
such as Guy Endore’s The Werewolf of Paris(1933). Compared to many of Droste-Hülshoff ’s other
works, there is limited interest and engagement with this work, as it lacks a published English
translation. Its holistic uniqueness caught my attention, as it is written by a woman and in many
ways, defies longstanding status quos of werewolves in literature.
“Der Loup Garou” is also featured in another collection of Droste-Hülshoff ’s poems that was
edited and published in 1973, titled, Volksglauben in den Pyrenäen.
17
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For the purposes of comprehension for readers with limited German knowledge (as well as
myself as a non-native German speaker), it was necessary to include an English translation of
Annette von Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem. Though Droste-Hülshoff is a recognized German author
from her time period with many offered translations of her poems,18 my prolonged search for an
existing translation of “Der Loup Garou” was not fruitful. Thus, I sought to create my own under
the guidance of my advisor, Dr. Collenberg-Gonzalez. As with all translations, this work has an
element of subjectivity and aligns with my understanding of the poem within the context of my
personal experiences and knowledge. I elected to follow the structure of the poem as closely as
possible, with line breaks, capitalization, and punctuation mimicking the original German version
but did not adhere to the rhyme scheme.

18

Author Marion Tymms has translated over 200 of Droste-Hülshoff ’s works in Gods Sorely Tested
Child: The spiritual life of Annette von Droste-Hülshoff with a translation of Das Geistliche Jahr(2012), The Wild
Muse: The poetry of Annette von Droste-Hülshoff, with translations into English(2013), and Do Not Ask What
Moves Me So Profoundly (2016).
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ORIGINAL
Der Loup Garou
by Annette von Droste-Hülshoff
Brüderchen schläft, ihr Kinder, still!
Setzt euch ordentlich her zum Feuer!
Hört ihr der Eule wüst Geschrill?
Hu! im Walde ist’s nicht geheuer.
Frommen Kindern geschieht kein Leid,
Drückt nur immer die Lippen zu,
Denn das böse, das lacht und schreit,
Holt die Eul’ und der Loup Garou.
Wißt ihr, dort, wo das Naß vom Schiefer träuft
Und übern Weg ‘ne andre Straße läuft,
Das nennt man Kreuzweg, und da geht er um,
Bald so, bald so, doch immer falsch und stumm,
Und immer schielend; vor dem Auge steht
Das Weiße ihm, so hat er es verdreht.
Dran ist er kenntlich, und am Kettenschleifen,
So trabt er, trabt, darf keinem Frommen nahn;
Die schlimmen Leute nur, die darf er greifen
Mit seinem langen, langen, langen Zahn.
Schiebt das Reisig der Flamme ein,
Puh! wie die Funken knistern und stäuben!
Pierrot, was soll das Wackeln sein?
Mußt ein Weilchen du ruhig bleiben,
Gleich wird die Zeit dir Jahre lang!
Laß doch den armen Hund in Ruh’!
Immer sind deine Händ’ im Gang,
Denkst du denn nicht an den Loup Garou?
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Vom reichen Kaufmann hab’ ich euch erzählt,
Der seine dürft’gen Schuldner so gequält,
Und kam mit sieben Säcken von Bagnères,
Vier von Juwelen, drei von Golde schwer;
Wie er aus Geiz den schlimmen Führer nahm,
Und ihm das Untier auf den Nacken kam.
Am Halse sah man noch der Kralle Spuren,
Die sieben Säcke hat es weggezuckt,
Und seine Börse auch, und seine Uhren,
Die hat es all zerbissen und verschluckt.
Schließt die Tür, es brummt im Wald!
Als die Sonne sich heut verkrochen,
Lag das Wetter am Riff geballt,
Und nun hört man’s siedem und kochen.
Ruhig, ruhig, du kleines Ding!
Hörst du? — drunten im Stalle — hu!
Hörst du? Hörst du’s? kling, klang, kling,
Schüttelt die Ketter der Loup Garou.
Doch von dem Trunkenbolde wißt ihr nicht,
Dem in der kalten Weihnacht am Gesicht
Das Tier gefressen, daß am heil’gen Tag
Er wund und scheußlich überm Schnee lag;
Zog von der Schenke aus, in jeder Hand
‘ne Flasche, die man auch noch beide fand;
Doch wo die Wangen sonst, da waren Knochen,
Und wo die Augen, blut’ge Höhlen nur;
Und wo der Schädel hier und da zerbrochen,
Da sah man deutlich auch der Zähne Spur.
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Wie am Giebel es knarrt und kracht!
Caton, schau auf die Bühne droben
— Aber nimm mir die Lamp’ in acht —
Ob vor die Luke der Riegel geschoben.
Pierrot, Schlingel! das rutscht herab
Von der Bank, ohne Strümpf und Schuh!
Willst du bleiben! tapp, tipp, tapp,
Geht auf dem Söller der Loup Garou.
Und meine Mutter hat mir oft gesagt
Von einem tauben Manne, hochbetagt,
Fast hundertjährig, dem es noch geschehn,
Als Kind, daß er das Scheuel hat gesehn,
Recht wie ‘nen Hund, nur weiß wie Schnee und ganz
Verkehrt die Augen, eingeklemmt den Schwanz,
Und spannenlang die Zunge aus dem Schlunde,
So mit der Kette weg an Waldes Bord,
Dann wieder sah er ihn im Tobelgrunde,
Und wieder sah er hin — da war es fort.
Hab’ ich es nicht gedacht? es schneit!
Ho, wie fliegen die Flocken am Fenster!
Heilige Frau von Embrum! wer heut
Draußen wandelt, braucht keine Gespenster;
Irrlicht ist ihm die Nebelsäul’,
Führt ihn schwankend dem Abgrund zu,
Sturmes Flügel die Toteneul’,
Und der Tobel sein Loup Garou.
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION
Der Loup Garou
Translation by Hasol Yu
Brother is sleeping, you children, quiet!
Seat yourselves orderly here by the fire!
Do you hear the owl screeching?
Hu! In the forest it’s uneasy.
No harm comes to pious children,
Just always press the lips together,
Then the evil, that laughs and screams,
Is taken by the owl and the Loup Garou.
Do you know, there, where the wetness trickles from the slate?
And runs over the way to another street,
That is called Kreuzweg, and that’s where he goes,
Like this, like that, though always wrong and mute,
And always cock-eyed; the front of the eye is
White, he has twisted it that way.
That’s how you can recognize him, and by the chains dragging,
So he trots, trots, no pious ones allowed near;
Just the bad people, he is allowed to grab them
With his long, long, long, tooth.
Shove the flame’s kindling in,
Puh! How the sparks crackle and scatter!
Pierrot, what is that wiggling?
You must stay quiet for a little while,
Soon the time will be years long for you!
Leave the poor dog alone!
Your hands are always in motion,
Aren’t you thinking of the Loup Garou?
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I told you about the rich merchant,
Who torments his poor debtors so,
And came with seven sacks from Bagnères,
Four of jewels, three heavy from gold;
How he took the unfortunate driver out of greed,
And then the monster came at his neck.
On the throat one still saw the claw marks,
It wrenched the seven sacks away,
And his wallet too, and his watches,
Those it had all gnashed and swallowed up
Close the door, it growls in the forest!
As the sun retreated today,
The weather was clustered at the ledge,
And now one hears it boiling and cooking.
Calm, calm, you little thing!
Do you hear? — down in the stable — hu!
Do you hear? Do you hear it? kling, klang, kling,
Rattle the chains of the Loup Garou.
But you don’t know about the drunkard,
The one whose face
The beast devoured on Christmas eve
So that he lay raw and horrible on the snow on the holy day;
Dragged out from the tavern, in each hand
a bottle, both of which were also found;
But where the cheeks were, there were bones,
And where the eyes were, only bloody holes;
And where the skull was broken here and there,
There one also clearly saw the teeth marks.
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How the gable creaks and crackles!
Caton, look up at the stage
— But take the lamp just in case —
If the bolt is pushed in front of the hatches.
Pierrot, rascal! that slides down
Off the bench, without stockings and shoes!
Do you want to remain! tapp, tipp, tapp,
The Loup Garou is on the balcony.
And my mother often told me
Of a deaf man, of old age,
Almost 100 years old, who had experienced it too,
As a child, he saw the horror,
Quite like a dog, only white like snow and all
Twisted were the eyes, clamped was the tail,
And spread long was the tongue out of the maw,
Retreating with the chain to the edge of the forest,
Then he saw him again in the bottom of the ravine,
And when he looked in again — it was gone.
Did I not think so? it’s snowing!
Ho, how the flakes are flying at the window!
Holy Lady of Embrun! whoever
strolls outside today, needs no spirits;
The column of mist is the ghost light,
It leads him unsteadily to the abyss,
The wings of the storm the owl of death,
And the ravine his Loup Garou.
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The title, “Der Loup Garou,” translates to “the werewolf,” referencing the French term for the
beast, loup garou. Droste-Hülshoff combines the two languages, using the German article in lieu of
the French le. This, including additional French elements in the poem,19 are most likely a result of her
education in French at a young age and proximity to the country throughout her life.
Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem contains nine stanzas, with alternating line counts of eight and ten. Each
stanza follows a rhyme scheme— though these vary amongst the stanzas.
The first stanza depicts a scene of the narrator sitting with children around a fire. The
narrator encourages the children to stay quiet, telling them that good and pious children will not be
taken by the owl and Loup Garou. In the second stanza, the narrator describes the path of the Loup
Garou; it trots through Kreuzweg with twisted eyes in silence, besides the sound of its chains
dragging. Again, the narrator reminds the children that the Loup Garou will only get those who are
not pious. The third stanza brings the reader back to the setting of the fire and children. The
narrator chastises one of the young children, Pierrot, for his impatience, and warns him of the Loup
Garou. The fourth stanza features the story of the first of three victims— the rich merchant. This
greedy merchant is described tormenting his debtors and acquiring sacks of riches, until the monster
(Loup Garou) claws his throat and destroys the seven sacks, wallet, and watches with its teeth. The
fifth stanza is an interlude; the narrator commands the children to close the door and listen for the
rattling chains of the Loup Garou before beginning the second story of a victim in the sixth stanza.
The second victim is described as a drunkard, laid out on a white Christmas with a bottle in each
hand. His face is destroyed, devoured by the Loup Garou with just traces of bones and teeth marks.
The seventh stanza returns to the setting of the storyteller. Another child, Caton, is tasked with
ensuring the hatch is properly locked, while Pierrot continues to be scolded. The narrator tells the
19

French motifs allude to Droste-Hülshoff ’s knowledge of and affinity for France. “Heilige Frau von
Embrum!...” references Embrun, a commune in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d'Azur region of France.
Bagnères, the city where the rich merchant departed with his riches, is another commune in the
Occitania region. The names Pierrot and Caton (a diminutive for Catherine) are also French.
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children to listen for the sounds of the Loup Garou on the balcony. The third and last story is told
in the eighth stanza; this time featuring an old, deaf man. Though he is not mauled and killed like the
merchant and drunkard, the narrator describes how the man saw the beast in his youth. The Loup
Garou is described similarly to a dog, but with white fur, twisted eyes, and a tongue hanging out of
its gullet. The old man saw it retreat with its chains to its ravine till it disappeared from sight.
Following the previous pattern, the ninth and last stanza brings the reader back to the reality of the
storyteller. It is snowing outside now, and the narrator warns the children of the mist that may lead
them into the Loup Garou’s ravine.
“Der Loup Garou” is Annette von Droste-Hülshoff ’s version of a fireside story crafted to
encourage obedience in young children. The two, Pierrot and Caton, are impatient and antsy, and the
storyteller recounts tales of “bad” men being attacked by a werewolf (monster). Differing from many
depictions, Droste-Hülshoff ’s rendition of the werewolf appears to take on the role of a punisher.
The stories of the victims involve a rich, dishonest merchant and a drunkard, in place of the
innocent women and children who appear as the victims of Peter Stumpp and other early historical
accounts of werewolves. Droste-Hülshoff uses the termFrommen to describe those who are safe
from the claws of the monster; this translates to “pious.” I found this to be a connection to the loup
garou (alternatively rougarou) in French and French-Canadian culture, as some claim that these
werewolves were people who had broken Catholic tradition and turned into monsters as
punishment, (Sepulvado) though in the case of the poem, the Loup Garou is inflicting punishment
(death) to those who are not well-behaved and pious.
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ANALYSIS: GENDER, MORALITY, AND TRANSFORMATION
GENDER20
Early werewolves in historical accounts and literature were male, such as in Marie de France’s “The
Lay of the Bisclavaret” (12th century). This pattern continued into contemporary Western popular
culture, where the werewolf population is predominantly male: J.K. Rowling’s Professor Remus
Lupin; Stephenie Meyer’s Jacob Black; MTV’s Scott McCall in Teen Wolf; and DC Comic’s Bigby
Wolf. This was also reflected in German literature, such as in Karl H. Strobl’s 1950 Der Wald von
Augustowo (The Forest of Augustowo) and Christoph Hardebusch’s 2009 Werwölfe (Werewolves). It
took 3,000 years after the male werewolf ’s debut for female werewolves to emerge in literature, first
appearing in Topographia Hiberniae written by Gerald of Wales in the 12th-century. The narrative of
the female werewolf figure aligns with the same assumptions and values as the male werewolf, yet
also combines mythic and cultural narratives of womanhood. This combination resulted in a variety
of tropes and archetypes, such as associations with witches and diabolism, sexual promiscuity, and
female political power.21
Though female werewolves do exist in the realm of modern werewolf media,22 they are much
less common than their male counterparts and are even less likely to play the role of the protagonist.
Throughout history, the gender of werewolf figures changes with patterns that emerge depending on
the time period or historical context. Hannah Priest’s introduction in She-wolf. A cultural history of
female werewolves comments on the early gendering of the werewolf:

20

Regarding the theme of gender, I describe these ideas in relation to the heteronormative terms,
“male” and “female” and “masculine” and “feminine.” I acknowledge that the traditional
male/female binary can be restrictive and that masculine/feminine traits are not strictly associated or
limited to specific genders, biological or not. These traits can be relevant for any individual across
the gender spectrum.
21
The mythical story of Romulus and Remus likely contributed to this sentiment.
22
Leah Clearwater from the Twilight saga by Stephenie Meyer; and Satomi Ito, Malia Tate, and Talie
Hale from MTV’s Teen Wolf.
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“Ideologically, the focus on hunting, savagery and aggression in the origin myth aligns the
werewolf with behaviours and ideals more commonly associated with masculine identity
positions in European cultural history. When used in popular discourse as generalised terms
for prehistoric humans, ‘hunters’ and ‘gatherers’ are gendered male and female respectively.
The werewolf origin myth is a story of the ‘hunters’, rather than the ‘gatherers’, and this is
reflected in not only the gendering of the werewolf, but also in the specific traits of
‘masculine’ and ‘feminine’ that are constructed and affirmed in werewolf texts” (3).23

The werewolf figure in Droste-Hülshoff ’s “Der Loup Garou” is also not explicitly assigned gender.
Droste-Hülshoff refers to the wolf form aser (he) when referring to der Werwolf, and es (it) when
referring to das Untier (monster), due to the gendering of the German nouns. The french loup garou is
also masculine, with the le article. Although there is no evidence in the text that describes the human
form or gender of the Loup Garou, the werewolf might be read as masculine given the noun’s
masculine gender and that the werewolf figure corresponds to Priest’s “hunter” type, which is
commonly gendered as male. However, the narrator of the poem and the werewolf ’s victims might
suggest otherwise.
At the start of the poem, the storyteller commands the children to be quiet: “Brüderchen
schläft, ihr Kinder, still!” (“Brother is sleeping, you children, quiet!”). The brother, a male figure, is
asleep and not to be disturbed thus free of the responsibilities of childcare or maintaining security.
To entertain (and teach) the children, the narrator describes a werewolf whose targets differ from the
demographic of victims in historical accounts— mostly women, children, and livestock. In “Der
Loup Garou,” the werewolf targets exclusively men who have engaged in immoral and dishonest
23

Priest also notes the meaning of the word “werewolf ” (translated to “man” and “wolf ”) as
providing etymological evidence of traditional gendering. It should be noted that Werwolf is a
masculine noun in the German language, as it assumes the gender of Wolf; this may also contribute
to the etymological condemnation of traditionally male werewolves.
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activities: the greedy merchant and drunkard. In most historical accounts, men are less commonly
featured as victims in German werewolf literature; the victims in these stories are often children, to
encourage obedience and compliance of the audience. Like predators existing in the Sahara desert or
Amazon rainforest, literary (and historical) werewolves commonly target weaker, more vulnerable
individuals. However, in depicting men as the victims of the werewolf, the author may be providing
an implicit critique of patriarchal hierarchies. In this poem, the werewolf is used as a beast that,
although horrible and threatening, seems to punish men who abuse their role in society.24
In addition to the werewolf character, the gender (known and/or inferred) of the author,
narrator, intended audience, and victim(s) in werewolf literature should also be considered. Many
forms of literature featuring werewolves are cautionary tales warning against the savagery of the
beast that were intended to be told as bedtime stories or around a warm fire, and were often
narrated by women— mothers, nannies, and shared with audiences of small children. The storyteller
in “Der Loup Garou” is likely a woman, and she explains the tale of the beast to (male) children
Pierrot and Caton. In general, works by male authors make up the majority of German literature;
this majority is also reflected throughout German literature featuring werewolves. The most heavily
discussed works involving werewolves and werewolf imagery have been written by men such as
Hermann Hesse, Sigmund Freud, and Hermann Löns. Much of the lack of representation of these
works produced by women can be attributed to the general barriers women faced (and continue to
face) in the process of publication. There is a significant intersection between the themes of gender
and morality in “Der Loup Garou.”

In “Zigeunerlied” by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, a man is the prospective victim of seven
vengeance-seeking female werewolves, but this character is able to send the werewolves running with
the power of his voice when he names each of them aloud, emerging as the survivor and
protagonist: “Da nannt ich sie alle bei Namen laut: / ‘Was willst du, Anne? was willst du, Beth?’ /
Da rüttelten sie sich, da schüttelten sie sich / Und liefen und heulten davon.” (Goethe).
24
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MORALITY
Morality, generally defined as principles concerning distinctions between right and wrong or good
and bad behavior (Oxford Dictionary), is another concept that regularly emerges in werewolf
literature. Many of the sentiments and characteristics surrounding wolves have shifted throughout
history– often reflected by elements within the political atmosphere or religion. Early connotations
of wolves in the Middle Ages involve the Devil and resistance against the Church and State (Arnds
2). Historical accounts such as Peter Stumpp and Thiess of Kaltenbrun reflect this trend of
werewolves’ intersection with diabolism, as well as the addition of werewolves in the Malleus
Maleficarum.25 Commonly (as in the story featured in the Maleficarum), these werewolves have little to
no control or knowledge of their vicious actions while they are in animal form; they terrorize
populations and kill without a sense of right or wrong. On some occasions, they do not acknowledge
their crimes when they’re returned to human form as well, only realizing when they are caught by
hunters or wake up bloodied and dazed.
Another common moral dilemma that werewolf figures in literature encounter is immorality
in the wolf form contrasting morality in the human form. One side is controlled, humane,
compassionate, and reasonable. The other is a vicious, wild beast with no regard for life or law, both
feared and admired by humans for its abilities as a skilled predator. In literature, this pattern is
frequently onset from involuntary and unwanted metamorphoses, such as portrayed in J.K.
Rowling’s Harry Potter series. In Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban(1999), Professor Remus
Lupin (“Moony” to the Marauders) resents his monthly transformations and makes efforts to defy
them, drinking Wolfsbane potions to subdue the side effects of the full moons. When he does

25

Authors and clergymen Jacob Sprenger and Heinrich Kramer cited the story of William of Paris.
The French poem Guillame de Palerne (1200) (William of Palerne, translated to English as William and
the Werewolf (1350)) depicts a similar tale.
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eventually transform into his monstrous form, he cannot control his desire to kill Harry and his
friends. Carys Crossen describes this in The Nature of the Beast,

“And yet even these werewolves demonstrate some blurring of the boundaries between
human and monster. Werewolf Oz from Buffy possesses enhanced senses, even when in
human form. In the film adaptations of Harry Potter, Lupin, despite his gentle nature, grows
irritable and snappish as the full moon draws near. The werewolf is not purely human, even
when they are free of the influence of the full moon or whatever it is that prompts a
transformation” (Crossen 5).

Though Sirius “Padfoot” Black is identified as an Animagus26 and not a werewolf, his transformation
from wizard (human) to grisly, wolfish dog fits this pattern of meaning regarding morality. Black’s
transformation is completely voluntary and conscious, with the wizard remaining as cognizant in
dog form as he is while human.
However, there have been instances where werewolves have a protective role in literature,
inferring some element of “human-like” morality. Miss Lupescu, “hound of God” from Neil
Gaiman’s The Graveyard Book acts as Bod’s protector, feeding and caring for him until eventually
bravely sacrificing herself.27 This “hound of God” title contrasts the hellhounds of Ancient Greek
mythology, which embodied servants of hell and guardians of the Underworld. Similarly, Jacob Black
and the rest of the Quileute pack from Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight saga are not Devil-bound,
26

“An Animagus is a witch or wizard who is capable of transforming himself – or herself – into the
form of an animal” (Kimsey et al).
27
“‘Miss Lupescu?’ said Bod. Then, seeing the expression on his guardian’s face, ‘Is she all right?’
Silas shook his head, and for a moment his face was terrible for Bod to behold. ‘She fought bravely.
She fought for you, Bod…’ ‘How did Miss Lupescu fall?’ ‘Bravely,’ said Silas. ‘In battle. Protecting
others’” (Gaiman 127).
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blood-thirsty werewolves, only attacking vampires that posed a threat to the community of Forks,
Washington. Meyer’s representation of werewolves described the characters as still having the same
thoughts and feelings as their human forms, lacking any elements of madness, insanity, or
impairment that many werewolf depictions have.
The theme of morality is nearly controversial at times in “Der Loup Garou.” The
controversy starts with the form of the monster itself, it is described as looking similar to a dog, with
white fur: “Recht wie ‘nen Hund, nur weiß wie Schnee” (Quite like a dog, only white like snow). In
Western cultures, the color white is typically used to represent purity, cleanliness, virtue, and peace,
with frequent usage in weddings and religious ceremonies such as christening and baptism. The
Loup Garou can thus be seen as a means to “cleanse” the community by attacking and killing “bad”
people, restoring peace, and leaving the “pure” to live. Though it is not explicitly mentioned whether
the chains are dragging from the Loup Garou’s ankles (as if it were imprisoned) or around its neck,
the imagery of a large, white, dog-like animal with chains around its neck could be likened to a
domesticated dog dragging its leash behind it, as if it has run away from its owner or controller. This
imagery triggers potential questions on the hypothetical origin of the monster: Does it hail from
God or the Devil?
The poem itself was also most likely written as a pedagogical aid for morality. Christian
Stiegler makes notes of this in his book, Vergessene Bestie. Der Werwolf in der deutschen Literatur, one of
the few pieces of secondary literature that draws attention to this poem. He writes:

“Gerade im Hinblick auf die Werwolfprozesse, also die tatsächliche Existenz solcher Wesen
im Glauben der Bevölkerung, eignen sich die Werwolferzählungen, da sie dem
Kinderschreck mehr Realitätsgehalt und damit auch eine pädagogisierende Note verleihen.
In dieser Hinsicht ist auch Annette von Droste-Hülshoffs ‘Der Loup Garou’ zu verstehen, in
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dem ein moralisierender Effekt dadurch erzielt wird, dass der Werwolf als bedrohliches
Untier außerhalb der warmen Stube beschrieben wird, welches nur die Unmoralischen
verfolgt, während die Kinder noch die Möglichkeit haben, den richtigen Weg der Moral zu
wählen” (113).28

In this context, “Der Loup Garou” has a similar effect as many fairy tales and children’s stories
involving wolves and werewolves.
The lack of a publicly-available existing English translation is perhaps the most telling
commentary on “Der Loup Garou,” with an overall lack of presence in the realm of secondary
literature for Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem. “Der Loup Garou” is briefly mentioned in Vergessene Bestie
regarding its usage as a children’s story encouraging morality (39). William Lobdell Jr. includes “Der
Loup Garou” in his article about Droste-Hülshoff ’s overarching use of animal imagery entitled
“Animal Imagery and Annette von Droste-Hülshoff's Concept of Nature,” stating how nature is the
dominant force in her poetry. He includes examples from “Mondesaufgang” (Moonrise) “Der
Weiher” (The Pond), “Die Verbannten” (The Exiled), and others, writing: “Droste depicts animals as
creatures haunted by a complexity of emotions similar to man’s. They are motivated by anger, defiled
by cunning, and tormented by pain” (127). His conclusion can be applied to “Der Loup Garou”
particularly through the lens of morality. The werewolf only decides to hunt those who it deems as
corrupt or “bad,” as if it is able to discern the difference. It also appears to be motivated by anger
for the “bad” people.

28

“Especially with regard to the werewolf trials, i.e. the belief of the actual existence of such beings
by the population, the werewolf stories are suitable because they give the children’s fear more reality
and thus also an educational touch. Annette von Droste-Hülshoff's ‘The Loup Garou’ is also
understood in this context, in which a moralizing effect is achieved by describing the werewolf as a
threatening monster, which only pursues the immoral while the children are still alive and have the
opportunity to choose the right path of morality” (Stiegler 113). Translation mine.
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TRANSFORMATION
The idea of transformation is naturally prevalent in werewolf literature. The existence of the creature
itself is based on the precarious balance between human and wolf, rational and irrational. There are
patterns of both involuntary and voluntary transformation. Voluntary transformation means that the
human is able to choose when and where they will experience the physical transformation into a
wolf. Many early historical accounts attribute the physical transformation as being facilitated by a
belt or Gürtel given by the Devil.29
Involuntary transformation is also easily accessible in werewolf literature, as it often appears
in conjunction with insanity and the commonly depicted savagery of the monster form. This genre
of transformations can be onset by factors such as anger or as most recognize, moon phases.
Lycanthropy and werewolf imagery is a frequent metaphor for adolescence, serving as an extreme
form of puberty in many young adult fiction works. Similarities such as growing hair, strange urges,
violent mood swings, and “that time of the month” are stereotypes mirrored in werewolf
transformations. Crossen writes, “Impulsiveness, recklessness and lack of self-control are typical
lycanthropic characteristics and are associated with immaturity in YA texts such as Twilight” (179).
Werewolves in the Twilight saga have some element of control with transformations, especially as
they get older and learn to have more autonomy over their emotions.
There is also a group of literature that is considered to involve werewolf imagery or motifs,
despite evidence of a physical transformation occurring in the text. Works such as Steppenwolf and
Der Wehrwolf are included in this area. Crossen deliberates on how Steppenwolf involves werewolfery,
“But how then do we explain a text like Hesse’s Steppenwolf (1927), which never actually features the
protagonist’s transformation into a wolf, yet focuses on a man who feels so strongly he is part wolf

29

This is relevant in the case of Peter Stumpp.
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that the book takes its title from his dual nature?” (3). She later states that a psychological aspect is
involved in these types of “transformation.”
Werewolves have often been paired with the appearance of owls. In “Der Loup Garou,” the
owl frames the narrative of the poem in the first and last stanzas and is described as another element
of danger, threatening to take away the evil people, as the Loup Garou does. Elements from
Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem can be found in other examples of werewolf literature. In Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe’s poem “Zigeunerlied,” owls signal the arrival of the seven women and their eventual
transformation into werewolves. The owls’ cries are repeated in the last three lines of each stanza:

Im Nebelgeriesel, im tiefen Schnee,
Im wilden Wald, in der Winternacht!
Ich hörte der Wölfe Hungergeheul,
Ich’ hörte der Eulen Geschrei:
Wille wau wau wau!
Wille wo wo wo!
Wito hu!30

The owl from this story does not present the same danger as the one in “Der Loup Garou,” which is
described in the last stanza as the Toteneul, or “owl of death” and is mostly used as a supplementary
description of the forest and winter night setting (another commonality between the two poems).
Though the Toteneul does signal the presence of the Loup Garou throughout the poem, “Der Loup
Garou” deviates from much literature in that it acknowledges the existence of the monster and does
30

“In the trickle of mist, in the deep snow, / in the wild forest, in the winter night, / I heard the
wolves’ howl of hunger, / I heard the cry of the owls. / Wille wau wau wau! / Wille wo wo wo! /
Wito hu!” (Goethe).
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not focus on its transformation. The reader does not hear of the wolf experiencing metamorphosis
back into a human form, or vice versa. There is no Devil nor magic belt that condemns a human
into transforming into the wolf. The poem does not deliberate on the shock and monstrous
transformation— instead it acts as advice on how to avoid its wrath.
The connection between morality and gender in Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem also encompasses
transformation. The poem depicts the use of the Loup Garou as a pedagogical tool to encourage
good behavior, likely told by a woman to two children. In this context, Droste-Hülshoff ’s poem
could be understood as a pedagogical tool itself; not just encouraging piety to children. Instead of
focusing on the transformation, the author deviates from a long history of literature on werewolves
and accepts the violent irrational side potential of men. Instead, the Loup Garou’s savagery is
harnessed for good and it acts as an agent of morality. Though there is no evidence of a
human-to-wolf transformation in the text, this element represents a transformation in itself.
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CONCLUSION
“Der Loup Garou” is a unique addition to German werewolf literature in the way that it deviates
(yet also aligns) with existing patterns of meaning through the lenses of gender, morality, and
transformation. At a superficial glance, the poem appears to follow the norm of reading as a
pedagogical aid for piety and good behavior. It features a vicious beast that does not communicate
as humans do and acts savagely. However, upon closer reading, we find that the true beast may not
be the Loup Garou, but the irrationality of men instead. Written by a woman and depicting a woman
as the storyteller, the savagery of the Loup Garou is harnessed and subsequently, the “monster” is
transformed into an agent of morality and punisher of those who reject piety, specifically patriarchal
figures in Droste-Hülshoff ’s work. For these reasons, “Der Loup Garou” makes a significant
contribution to German werewolf literature and can continue to be studied regarding its implications
on gender, morality, and transformation.
As stated earlier in the introduction, the culture and subsequently, literature that we surround
ourselves with becomes intertwined with our lives and informs our views and experiences. We see
this with Sergei “The Wolf Man” Pankejeff, who was plagued by the wolves in his nightmare, which
were inspired by one of the Grimm Brothers’ tales. This is also present with the work of Hermann
Löns, Der Wehrwolf, which was praised for its nationalist themes. The novel contributed to the Nazi
Germany movement, with the Wolfsangel symbol gaining popularity and eventually being adopted for
use by German Wehrmacht and SS units. Though literature brings much value and joy to human life,
there are negative implications of certain examples of symbolism and use of imagery. Similarly to
how literary motifs and stereotypes tend to resist change, it is not uncommon for history to repeat
itself and follow certain patterns. This means that over time, patterns can be reinforced and
affirmed, which may have detrimental effects in the future. In the specific case of the werewolf,
stigma may become attached to the usage and imagery of werewolves. This has shown to be evident
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particularly following the 20th-century use of the werewolf (andWolfsangel) as a symbol of Nazi
Germany's imperial ideology. Today the Wolfsangel is considered a hate symbol and reminiscent of
neo-Nazi ideology. Observing and identifying these kinds of patterns will create awareness of
possible stigmas and may inspire methods to mitigate them in future literature and society.
Perhaps most importantly, this work may also raise awareness of additional German literary
works (involving werewolves or not) that have limited commentary. This includes works from
underrepresented authors and authors who belong to minority populations, such as women, the
queer community, and people of color. There are gaps in discourse on these works and its inclusion
will only be a positive addition to the recognition of German literature and bring value to the culture
as a whole. One of the works belonging to this group of lesser-known works isRotkäppchen erlegt den
Wolf (Little Red Riding Hood Slays the Wolf), edited by Klaudia Heidemann-Nebelin. It features an
all-female band of authors including Marieluise Fleisser, Christa Reinig, and Elfriede Jelenik in a
satirical retelling of the classic Rotkäppchen (Little Red Riding Hood) fairy tale. Another is a poem by
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe; though he is regarded as one of Germany’s greatest contributors to
literature, Goethe’s “Zigeunerlied” lacks the depth of discourse that is found with his works Faust,
“Erlkönig,” and “Prometheus,” among others.
Potential avenues of further study could include analyzing werewolf literature through
gender, morality, and transformation and comparing the imagery and usage of werewolves in
German literature to English literature (or another). This work would especially be valuable in a
contemporary context and/or with the consideration of newer additions to werewolf literature. As
there has been significant development and changes made in the realm of gender identity and
expression (this change is also reflected in recently published literature), the werewolf can be viewed
through the lens of gender in the context of queerness. Noreen Giffney and Myra Hird begin this
discourse in “The Werewolf as Queer, the Queer as Werewolf, and Queer Werewolves” in Queering
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the Non/Human. They write: “… the werewolf ’s position as a ’hybrid’ figure of sorts—part human
and part wolf—and its hybridity and transgression of species boundaries in a unified figure is, at very
least, unusual, thus the figure of the werewolf might be seen as a natural signifier for queerness in its
myriad forms…” (159). Giffney and Hird’s article can also be included in the discussion of
transformation in werewolf culture and literature.
There is also ample space to discuss “Der Loup Garou” and its connection and comparison
to Annette von Droste-Hülshoff ’s works (specifically poetry) as a whole, similar to Lobdell Jr.’s work
in “Animal Imagery and Annette von Droste-Hülshoff's Concept of Nature.” More recent
examinations of Droste-Hülshoff ’s work, Zeitbilder in particular, have recognized her awareness of
social and political changes, especially regarding the proximity of the 1848 revolutions in Western
and Central Europe. Her works can be discussed in the context of her position in society and
upbringing as a Catholic and aristocrat in the 19th-century.
With my work in taking a closer look at German werewolf literature and specifically Annette
von Droste-Hülshoff ’s “Der Loup Garou,” and making the text accessible, I hope to continue the
discourse on the depiction of this fantastical beast within literature and raise awareness and bring
attention to underrepresented works and authors existing in this space. This thesis might be
considered a success if it contributes to how scholars view and recognize patterns within this area of
study, as well as creating more accessibility to Droste-Hülshoff ’s “Der Loup Garou” for English
speakers and representing it with its due justice and appreciation.
The title of this thesis pays homage to the epigraph found at the start of my work— “Der
Werwolf ” (1905) by German author and poet Christian Morgenstern. Though the inclusion of the
four grammatical cases makes it difficult to translate the poem into English, the wer pronoun
(homophonous with the first part of Werwolf) undergoes a transformation itself, from the nominative
case to the genitive, dative, and accusative cases. Much like how the pronoun in Morgenstern’s poem
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withstands change, the evolution of the reception of “Der Loup Garou” will determine what the
werewolf is and to whom it belongs.
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